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Abstract A 60h case study of continental boundary layer cumulus clouds is examined using two large-eddy
simulation (LES) models. The case is based on observations obtained during the RACORO Campaign
(Routine Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Aerial Facility (AAF) Clouds with Low Optical Water
Depths (CLOWD) Optical Radiative Observations) at the ARM Climate Research Facility’s Southern Great
Plains site. The LES models are driven by continuous large-scale and surface forcings and are constrained
by multimodal and temporally varying aerosol number size distribution proﬁles derived from aircraft
observations. We compare simulated cloud macrophysical and microphysical properties with ground-based
remote sensing and aircraft observations. The LES simulations capture the observed transitions of the evolving
cumulus-topped boundary layers during the three daytime periods and generally reproduce variations of
droplet number concentration with liquid water content (LWC), corresponding to the gradient between
the cloud centers and cloud edges at given heights. The observed LWC values fall within the range of
simulated values; the observed droplet number concentrations are commonly higher than simulated, but
differences remain on par with potential estimation errors in the aircraft measurements. Sensitivity studies
examine the inﬂuences of bin microphysics versus bulk microphysics, aerosol advection, supersaturation
treatment, and aerosol hygroscopicity. Simulated macrophysical cloud properties are found to be insensitive
in this nonprecipitating case, but microphysical properties are especially sensitive to bulk microphysics
supersaturation treatment and aerosol hygroscopicity.
1. Introduction
Low-level clouds are a key component of climate and weather systems [Randall et al., 2003a]. Large-eddy
simulation (LES) has been widely used to investigate boundary layer cloud processes, often providing the high-
resolution ﬁelds required for study that can be difﬁcult to obtain from current observations. In particular, the
boundary layer cloud working group of the Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment Cloud System Study
(GCSS; currently, Global Atmospheric System Studies (GASS)) [Browning et al., 1993; Randall et al., 2003b] has
performed many LES intercomparison studies [e.g., Bretherton et al., 1999; Stevens et al., 2001; Siebesma et al.,
2003; Stevens et al., 2005; Brown et al., 2002; Ackerman et al., 2009; vanZanten et al., 2011; Blossey et al., 2013].
Their approach—idealized simulation by multiple LES models—has advanced understanding of cloud-topped
boundary layers and provided reference data for single-columnmodel (SCM) diagnostics [e.g., Zhang et al., 2013].
GCSS/GASS boundary layer cloud studies to date have been limited to maritime clouds with the exception of
one continental cumulus case [Brown et al., 2002] based on observations from the Atmospheric Radiation
Measurement (ARM) Program’s Southern Great Plains (SGP) site in Oklahoma [Stokes and Schwartz, 1994;
Ackerman and Stokes, 2003]. In contrast to maritime boundary layer clouds, continental boundary layer
clouds typically have large temporal variations owing to the large diurnal change in surface heat ﬂux with
solar elevation. In the Brown et al. [2002] study, despite differences in LES dynamical schemes, the
simulations agreed well with one another and with observations, and the study showed that the depth of
the cloud layer is sensitive to the stability of the initial potential temperature proﬁle. Zhu and Albrecht
[2003] focused on cumulus onset in simulations using an idealized case of forced continental fair-weather
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cumulus clouds at the ARM SGP site. They developed a cumulus initiation diagnostic scheme based on the
concept that the strongest thermal updraft results in the deepest penetration and generates the ﬁrst
cumulus. They found that the development of forced cumulus is sensitive to sensible and latent heat ﬂuxes,
stability of the stratiﬁcation, and moisture difference across the boundary-layer-top inversion. Khairoutdinov
and Randall [2006] performed an idealized high-resolution simulation of shallow-to-deep cumulus
transition over Amazonia and found that updrafts lifted at the edge of the cold pool are necessary for
formation of the deep cumulus circulation.
An idealized simulation approach can be used to study a simpliﬁed system by extracting a focused feature from
observed cloud ﬁelds, where the uncertainty of a given simulation within a multimodel ensemble can be
quantiﬁed to some degree in terms of the intermodel spread. However, more realistic conﬁgurations may be
needed to reproduce observed cloud features and assess the simulations using observations. This is
especially true in the case of clouds that are strongly inﬂuenced by temporally varying forcing and aerosol
properties. For example, a cloud-resolving model intercomparison study of tropical convection observed
during Tropical Warm Pool International Cloud Experiment (TWP-ICE) [Fridlind et al., 2012] employed time-
varying forcings based on a reanalysis data set and ARM observations [Xie et al., 2004] with a multimodal
aerosol number size distribution proﬁle as a constraint for cloud droplet activation. Zhu et al. [2010]
alternatively used multiple nested grids to provide temporally and spatially varying boundary conditions
for the innermost LES domain. This approach is particularly suitable for simulating inhomogeneous
structures of clouds and boundary layers.
To aid understanding of continental boundary layer clouds, the Routine ARM Aerial Facility (AAF) Clouds with
Low Optical Water Depths Optical Radiative Observations (RACORO) campaign was held over the ARM
Climate Research Facility’s SGP site from April to June 2009 [Vogelmann et al., 2012]. During RACORO, in
situ aircraft observations were made around the ARM SGP site that provide aerosol measurements for
model inputs as well as in situ and ground-based cloud observations for model evaluation. In particular,
detailed cloud microphysical measurements provide data valuable for evaluation of LES microphysics. Based
on observations during RACORO, three 60h cases of boundary layer clouds have been analyzed in the
FAst-physics System TEstbed and Research (FASTER) Project to study continental boundary layer cloud
processes and their representation in mixed and transitional states rather than in quasi-idealized or canonical
cases. This effort is detailed in part 1 of this three-paper series [Vogelmann et al., 2015], which develops the
case studies and assesses the quality of large-scale forcing data sets.
Here in part 2 we focus on the ﬁrst case, in which cumulus-topped boundary layers were observed during
three consecutive daytime periods. This case is selected to enable detailed examination of a single cloud
type, shallow cumulus that is not well represented in SCMs [Lin et al., 2015]. Using the model input
developed in part 1, we perform multiple LES simulations under continuously changing surface and large-
scale forcings and aerosol conditions. The objective here is to evaluate the benchmark simulation in terms
of both macrophysical and microphysical properties, through intermodel comparison and comparison with
the aircraft and ground-based observations. The RACORO observations offer a unique data set to constrain
and evaluate the simulations, and comparison of the results from two LES models enables careful analysis
of the impacts of different model physics treatments. In part 3 of this series, these simulations are used to
help diagnose parameterization biases in SCM simulations [Lin et al., 2015]. We note that the continuous
60 h period (versus three separate daytime simulations) facilitates use of the LES output as a benchmark
with which to evaluate SCM simulations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the numerical models, model input, and
experimental design. Simulated clouds are compared between models and with the ground-based and in
situ observations in terms of cloud macrophysical properties in section 3, and cloud microphysical
properties in section 4. The major results are summarized in section 5.
2. Numerical Experiment Setup
In this section, we describe the numerical models, input forcings, and model constraints for 60 h simulations
spanning 22 May, 0600 to 24 May, 1800 local time (LT; UTC minus 6 h) during the 2009 RACORO ﬁeld
campaign. See Vogelmann et al. [2015] for more details on the construction of the case study and
development of the model inputs.
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2.1. Model Description and Conﬁguration
Two LES models are used in this study: the Distributed Hydrodynamic Aerosol and Radiative Modeling
Application (DHARMA) model [Stevens et al., 2002; Ackerman et al., 2000] and the Advanced Research
Version of the Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF-ARW) [Skamarock et al., 2008], implemented
with forcing ingestion and other functions to constitute a ﬂexible LES in the FASTER project (WRF-FASTER)
[Blossey et al., 2013]. Although the two LES models used here are fewer than the number in previous
intercomparisons (e.g., eight models in Brown et al. [2002]), they do offer contrasts of the dynamic equation
system and microphysics treatments as described below.
DHARMA treats ﬂuid dynamics using an anelastic equation system [Stevens et al., 2002] with a dynamic
Smagorinsky subgrid-scale scheme [Kirkpatrick et al., 2006]. DHARMA has two microphysics schemes with
prognostic droplet number concentration: a modiﬁed version of the Morrison et al. [2005] two-moment
microphysics scheme, and a modiﬁed version of the Community Aerosol-Radiation-Microphysics Application
(CARMA) size-resolved microphysics model [Ackerman et al., 1995; Jensen et al., 1998] (see Appendix A for
more information on CARMA). The CARMA spectral bin model is used primarily in a sensitivity study to
examine the effect of different representations of cloud microphysics on the LES simulations. Radiative
transfer is solved in DHARMA using the two-stream method as described in Toon et al. [1989]. In contrast to
the anelastic treatment in DHARMA, WRF employs a fully compressible equation system. For this study, WRF
uses a prognostic TKE turbulence scheme [Deardorff, 1980] and a modiﬁed version of Morrison et al. [2005]
two-moment microphysics scheme described below. Radiative transfer in WRF-FASTER is handled with the
Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM) scheme [Mlawer et al., 1997] adopted from the CFMIP/GASS
Intercomparison of Large-Eddy and Single-Column Models (CGILS) project [Blossey et al., 2013]. For better
representation of LES-top radiation in DHARMA and WRF, their radiative computations use a one-dimensional
thermodynamic proﬁle based on the initial sounding between the LES top and the top of atmosphere.
In the Morrison et al. [2005] microphysics scheme, droplets are activated from each aerosol mode as described
by Abdul-Razzak et al. [1998], Abdul-Razzak and Ghan [2000], and Ghan et al. [2011]. Given supersaturation, both
DHARMA and WRF-FASTER prognose droplet number concentration using temporally varying multimodal
aerosol size distribution proﬁles and hygroscopicity parameter. In DHARMA, the activation of droplets
proceeds via calculation of a prognostic saturation excess following Morrison and Grabowski [2008], where
the supersaturation used for activation is taken as the minimum of the supersaturation over a time step
(from the semianalytic solution given in their appendix), which is found to produce close agreement with
droplet concentrations computed using bin microphysics in DHARMA simulations of shallow convection. In
WRF-FASTER, the activation of droplets proceeds via calculation of supersaturation from the prognostic
potential temperature and water vapor mixing ratio on entry to the microphysics routine (before any
adjustments from microphysical processes). Although the original Morrison et al. scheme predicts mixing
ratio and number concentration for cloud droplets, in the distributed version of WRF it only predicts mixing
ratio for cloud droplets. This study uses a version that also predicts number concentration, with an extension
to activate cloud droplets using temporally varying quadmodal aerosol size distribution proﬁles and a
hygroscopicity parameter. While WRF-FASTER treats aerosol diagnostically, DHARMA treats aerosol number
concentrations prognostically, including advection and consumption, and the mean aerosol proﬁle is
nudged to time-dependent observation-derived values with a 6h time scale.
The two models have a common conﬁguration in certain aspects, with a domain size of 9.6 km×9.6 km
horizontal grid points of 128×128 (75m resolution), and a vertical resolution of 40m for the 125 levels below
5km. The model domain is smaller than the standard ARM SGP observational domain (~300 km×300 km) but
is larger than the spatial scale of shallow cumuli that are the focus of this study. A sensitivity test using a
domain three times larger produces negligible change in cloud properties (not shown). Above 5 km, DHARMA
uses 20 stretched grid levels up to 14.5 km, and WRF-FASTER uses a sponge layer for 13 grid levels up to
5.5 km. Although WRF employs a hydrostatic pressure vertical coordinate (η= (ph! pht)/(phs! pht), where ph
is hydrostatic component of pressure and, respectively, pht and phs are the values at model top and surface),
the η spacing is speciﬁed to provide a uniform step size in geometric height. Periodic boundary conditions
are used at the lateral boundaries.
In addition to the baseline simulations using the twomodels with the two-moment microphysics, simulations
with bin microphysics and sensitivity studies are performed using DHARMA to examine the inﬂuences of the
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treatment of aerosol advection, supersaturation, and activation. Table 1 summarizes the models used,
experiment designs, and key features. Brieﬂy, DHARMA PRNA is the baseline simulation using the above
conﬁguration including the prognostic aerosol number concentration (Na) treatment; DHARMA DINA
uses diagnostic aerosol concentrations in place of the prognostic treatment in DHARMA PRNA; and
DHARMA MAXS, in addition, diagnoses grid-scale supersaturation as in WRF-FASTER. Simulations labeled
as “BIN” use the size-resolved bin microphysics scheme in place of the two-moment microphysics scheme
(with substepping during droplet activation), and those labeled “K” replace the observationally derived
aerosol hygroscopicity values (~0.1) used in other simulations with a constant value representative of pure
ammonium bisulfate (0.55).
2.2. Model Input
2.2.1. Aerosol Size Distribution Parameters and Hygroscopicity
One of the unique opportunities in this study is the use of the time-varying trimodal aerosol size distribution
proﬁles and hygroscopicity parameters developed in Vogelmann et al. [2015]. During the 60 h case study
period, three aircraft ﬂights yielded six vertical proﬁles over the ARM SGP site from spiral ascents and
descents. Each ﬂight consists of horizontal legs in a triangular pattern at different altitudes for cloud
sampling, and two vertical spirals for proﬁling before and after the horizontal legs.
For each proﬁle, aerosol size distributions were generated from measurements by a Scanning Mobility Particle
Sizer (SMPS) and a Passive Cavity Aerosol Spectrometer Probe (PCASP). Each aerosol size distribution was ﬁt
using three lognormal modes; to simplify implementation in simulations while sacriﬁcing little accuracy, the
mean geometric diameter and standard deviation of each mode was ﬁxed within each vertical proﬁle but
permitted to vary from one proﬁle to the next, whereas the number concentration was permitted to vary
both vertically and temporally [see Vogelmann et al., 2015]. The number concentrations from the highest and
lowest levels in each proﬁle are extended, respectively, to the surface and to the model top levels. The
parameters are then interpolated over time between the six proﬁles. Owing to the intermittent presence of
prominent peaks across a wide size spectrum, four modes were used in practice for interpolation, wherein
no more than three modes contained particles at any single time. For the periods before (after) the ﬁrst (last)
proﬁle, the values from the ﬁrst (last) proﬁle are used.
Aerosol hygroscopicity was determined based on κ-Köhler theory [Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007] for each
proﬁle using the aerosol size distributions and the cloud condensation nucleus (CCN) measured by a
Droplet Measurement Technologies Dual-Column CCN Spectrometer. The estimated aerosol hygroscopicity
is interpolated temporally in the same manner as the size distribution parameters.
Figure 1 shows time-height variation and vertical proﬁles of aerosol number concentration for the particles larger
than 0.03μm in radius, which includes the accumulation mode (>0.05μm radius) that signiﬁcantly contributes
to cloud droplet activation. The aerosol number concentration is greatest in the lower atmosphere and tends to
decline with time during the case study period.
2.2.2. Initial Conditions
The models are initialized at 0600 LT with the vertical proﬁles obtained from a rawinsonde launched at
0530 LT on 22 May 2009 from the ARM SGP Central Facility. The proﬁle has a typical early morning
structure consisting of a near-surface stable layer below 400m and a nearly neutral residual layer between
400 and 2400m (not shown).






WRF-FASTER Two-moment bulk schemeb Diagnostic Diagnostic Varying (~0.1)
DHARMA PRNA Two-moment bulk schemeb Prognostic Prognostic Varying (~0.1)
DHARMA DINA Two-moment bulk scheme Prognostic Diagnostic Varying (~0.1)
DHARMA MAXS Two-moment bulk scheme Diagnostic Diagnostic Varying (~0.1)
DHARMA BIN Size-resolving bin scheme Prognostic Prognostic Varying (~0.1)
DHARMA PRNA-K Two-moment bulk scheme Prognostic Prognostic Constant (0.55)
DHARMA BIN-K Size-resolving bin scheme Prognostic Prognostic Constant (0.55)
aSee text for other differences between the models.
bBoth WRF-FASTER and DHARMA use the Morrison et al. [2005] scheme that is differently modiﬁed in each model.
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2.2.3. Large-Scale Forcings
Whereas Vogelmann et al. [2015]
examine large-scale forcings from
different sources and the impact
of using relaxation on mean ﬁelds,
this study uses the forcing from
the standard version of the ARM
Continuous Variational Analysis
(VARANAL) forcing product [Zhang
et al., 2001; Xie et al., 2004] with
relaxation. The ARM forcing product
provides surface and large-scale
forcing based on a variational analy-
sis that includes ARM surface obser-
vations as constraints to optimize
the forcing derived from objective
analysis or reanalysis data (NOAA/
National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) Rapid Updated
Cycle (RUC) for the version used in
this study).


















where LS denotes “large scale,” v= (u, ) is the horizontal wind velocity, w is the vertical wind velocity, and the
overbar denotes a large-scale mean. The ﬁrst and second terms on the right-hand side of the equation
represent large-scale horizontal and vertical advection, respectively.
For these simulations, the effect of large-scale advection is represented by additional terms in the governing
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where capital variables (Θ,Qv,V, andW) represent the large-scale ﬁelds associated with external forcing to
distinguish them from model prognostic variables indicated by the lowercase variables (θ, qv, v, and w).
While the horizontal advection terms and W in the vertical advection term are prescribed from the VARANAL
forcing data set, we use the vertical gradients of the state variables ∂θ/∂z and ∂qv/∂z in the simulation to
compute the local effect of large-scale vertical motion.
In addition to the advective tendencies above, relaxation (nudging) to the reference proﬁle is applied to












¼ Qv ! qv
τ
(5)
Figure 1. (a) Time-height cross section and (b–d) vertical proﬁles of number
concentration of aerosol particles larger than 0.03 μm radius. Solid and
dashed lines indicate the times of the airborne measurements for each day in
Figure 1a and vertical proﬁles at the measurement times in Figures 1b–1d.
Time is in local time (LT).
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where the subscript R denotes relaxation and τ is the relaxation time scale per term. For this study, the
reference values (capitals) are from the ARM forcing data set. The inverse relaxation time scale changes
with height as follows:
1
τ










600 m < zð Þ
(7)
where τfull is the relaxation time scale at full strength (i.e., without height variation), which is 12 h for θ and qv,
and 3 h for u and v. The values are selected so that they are short enough to inhibit signiﬁcant drift of the
simulated ﬁelds, but long enough to avoid having undue inﬂuence on the evolution of the cumulus
convection (see discussion in Vogelmann et al. [2015]). Applying relaxation to the horizontal mean variables
preserves the structure in the deviations from the mean.
2.2.4. Surface Forcing
Time-varying surface sensible and latent heat ﬂuxes are prescribed from the ARM forcing data set. Surface
momentum ﬂux is computed in the surface layer scheme using the Monin-Obukhov similarity with an
aerodynamic roughness length of 0.04m, which is slightly larger than in the GCSS ARM SGP case (0.035) and
is a typical value in northern central Oklahoma during May (D. Cook, personal communication, 2013). Surface
albedo and emissivity are set to 0.2 and 1.0, respectively. Time variation of surface skin temperature is also
prescribed from the forcing data set for radiation.
3. Cloud Macrophysical Properties
During the case study period, the cumulus-topped boundary layer was observed to develop three times.
Figure 2 shows the temporal variation of the cloud occurrence proﬁle from the ARM Active Remote
Sensing of Clouds (ARSCL) product [Clothiaux et al., 2000], the lifting condensation level (LCL), and the
surface sensible and latent heat ﬂuxes. The ARSCL product represents cloud frequency of occurrence every
5min at the ARM SGP Central Facility, based on continuous measurements from vertically pointing cloud
radar, micropulse lidar, and ceilometer instruments. The LCL is the averaged value from ﬁve surface
stations closest to the ﬂight path, which include the ARM Central Facility and Oklahoma Mesonet stations.
The surface heat ﬂuxes, taken from the ARM VARANAL forcing data set, represent area-weighted averages
of many sites within the ARM SGP observational domain.
The surface heat ﬂuxes have similar diurnal patterns for the three daytime periods, with peak values of
145–160Wm!2 for the sensible heat ﬂux and 290–320Wm!2 for the latent heat ﬂux. ARSCL cloud
occurrence frequencies show signatures of cumulus clouds each day, commonly indicating the passage
of vertically developed clouds. The LCL shows a large time variation consistent with daytime cloud
base height. Cumulus clouds begin to appear in the morning and continue until around 16 LT, during
which time cloud base heights gradually rise. ARSCL cloud top is highest on day 1 (3700–3900m), and
lower on day 2 (2000–2500m) and day 3 (2000–2900m); actual cloud tops may have been higher in
the area since ARSCL is based on measurements of a narrow vertical column.
Figure 3 shows time-height cross sections of cloud fraction for the model domains with the LCL and level of
free convection (LFC) simulated by WRF-FASTER and DHARMA PRNA. Cloud fraction at each altitude is
deﬁned as the fraction of grid boxes in which cloud condensate is larger than 0.01 g kg!1. The LCL and
LFC are based on air properties at the lowest level in the models. Both models produce the daytime
evolution of a cumulus-topped boundary layer during the three daytime periods. The cloud fraction proﬁles
have peak values near cloud base and decrease with height. The LCL and LFC show signiﬁcant diurnal
variations; during daytimes they agree well with each other and the cloud base height; this indicates that there
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are positively buoyant “active
cumulus clouds” in the three day-
time periods (see Stull [1985] for
dynamics-based cumulus classiﬁca-
tion, Wilde et al. [1985] for LCL varia-
tion and cumulus onset, and Endo
[2009] for LFC variation and active
cumulus onset). After each nightfall,
WRF-FASTER reproduces the observed
drop in LCL associated with develop-
ment of a stable nocturnal boundary
layer, whereas DHARMA systemati-
cally overestimates nocturnal LCL;
in sensitivity tests shown in part 1,
DHARMA reproduces the nightly drop
in LCL only when using a large-scale
forcing data set generated from a
WRF simulation [cf. Vogelmann et al.,
2015, Figure 7]; this difference is noted but not addressed here since WRF-FASTER and DHARMA LCL and
cloud base are nearly identical during sequential daytimes (as shown below) and nocturnal boundary layer
evolution is not a focus of this study.
Cloud fraction is very similar for the two models except that it is slightly larger in DHARMA than in WRF-FASTER.
Although domain-computed cloud fraction is ameasure different from the vertically pointing ARSCL observation,
some common features can be seen in the observed andmodeled clouds: the onset of boundary layer top cloud
occurrence circa 9 LT daily, the gradual increase in cloud base height during daytime, and the variability in vertical
extent diurnally and from day to day. Both models miss the early morning clouds observed before 9 LT of day 1
and around 6 LT on day 2. These early morning clouds form before the dry convective boundary layer develops
and the LCL reaches those altitudes; therefore, the clouds are likely associated with the dynamics in the nocturnal
boundary layer such as shear instability and gravity waves. We found that more nocturnal clouds are generated
in a sensitivity run using geostrophic forcing (not shown); however, that is beyond the scope of this study
focused on daytime cumulus ﬁelds sampled by the aircraft observations.
Figure 4 compares temporal variations of the observed and simulated bulk cloud properties in terms of cloud
fraction and liquid water path. Two estimates of cloud fraction are used to encompass the measurement
uncertainty—the sky cover from
the total sky imager (TSI) and the
maximum cloud occurrence below
5000m in the ARSCL product. For
further details on the two estimates,
see Wu et al. [2014] and Appendix B
in Vogelmann et al. [2015]. Liquid
water path is from the MWRRet
retrieval from surface-based micro-
wave radiometer measurements
[Turner et al., 2007]. The observed
values are hourly averages to match
the domain-averaged values from
the simulations. The two models
agree in terms of the timing and
duration of the cloudy periods and
midday tendencies of cloud fraction
and liquid water path, which decrease
on days 1 and 2 and increase on day 3.
As discussed earlier, the observed
Figure 2. Time-height cross section of ARSCL cloud occurrence with LCL
(gray line) and time series of the observation-based surface sensible heat
ﬂux (red line) and latent heat ﬂux (blue line) prescribed in the simulations.
Figure 3. Time-height cross sections of calculated from the simulations by
(a) WRF-FASTER and (b) DHARMA PRNA. Gray solid and dashed lines indicate
LCL and LFC, respectively.
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early morning clouds are missed by
both models, which are not conﬁg-
ured for simulating nocturnal cloud;
the simulations show better agree-
ment with observations at midday.
DHARMA tends to produce greater
cloud fraction and liquid water path
than WRF-FASTER, which is especially
apparent in the late afternoon of day
3 and as also seen in Figure 3.
Figure 5 shows vertical proﬁles of
cloud fraction, potential tempera-
ture, and water vapor mixing ratio
for the 3days. The proﬁles include
the domain means from WRF-FASTER
and DHARMA simulations and the
values from the ARM VARANAL
forcing data set, both at the time of
the rawinsonde launches (1130 LT;
dotted lines) and at the midpoint of
the 15–30min aircraft spiral at the
end of the daily ﬂight (1330, 1240,
and 1330 LT; plus symbols). The
aircraft data are averaged in 100m height bins. Note that potential temperature from the day 1 sonde is not
shown since it contains erroneous values (unrealistically high absolute instability in the lowest 2000m). The
two models commonly reproduced the observed thermodynamic structure consisting of cloud and subcloud
layers. The simulated subcloud layer proﬁles are notably better mixed than the sonde-measured proﬁles at
1130 LT (blue and red dashed lines versus dotted line) but appear more similar in structure to the aircraft
measurements 1–2h later (blue and red solid lines versus cross symbols). Compared to the vertical proﬁles
from the aircraft observations and simulations, those from the ARM VARANAL forcing data set tend to show
a more stable stratiﬁcation below the middle of the cloud layers. The shapes of the VARANAL vertical proﬁles
are similar to the earlier sonde observations even at the later ﬂight times, which is likely because the
VARANAL data set uses the sonde proﬁles in combination with coarse-resolution reanalysis data. In many
respects, the LES-simulated proﬁles are closer to the in situ measurement than to the ARM VARANAL proﬁles,
despite the fact that ARM VARANAL is used for relaxation in the simulations.
In part 1 Vogelmann et al. [2015] examined the effect of relaxation on cloud bulk properties and found that
thermodynamic relaxation can circumvent some of the uncertainties in the forcing data sets, particularly in
reducing the drift of the simulations in the later days of the simulations. The results here suggest that,
although relaxation would be effective in correctly setting up the stratiﬁcation in the morning and upper
levels for the later days, weak relaxation is recommended (as in the 12h time scale used here) to moderate
the inﬂuence of uncertainties in the reference proﬁles on the LES-simulated thermodynamic structure, since
the observed thermodynamic structure is not always well represented in VARANAL for this case.
Figure 6 shows the time-height variations of cloud water mixing ratio and droplet concentration averaged
over cloudy grid points at each altitude in WRF-FASTER and DHARMA. Note that the number of averaged
cloudy grid points decreases with height along with the decrease in the domain cloud fraction (Figure 3).
It is commonly seen in the two simulations that the cloud-mean cloud water (Figures 6a and 6b) increases
with height as a result of the condensation from lifting, which dominates dilution from entrainment (the
height variation of cloud water will be examined further below). The time variation in the cloud water
proﬁle is associated with changes in cloud base and cloud top heights, where the relationship among the
three does not signiﬁcantly vary from day to day.
The cloud droplet number concentrations (Figures 6c and 6d) tend to peak a few hundred meters above
cloud base. Different from the cloud water mixing ratio, cloud droplet concentrations decrease from day 1
Figure 4. Time series of (a) total cloud fraction and (b) liquid water path
from observations (dashed black and gray lines), and from simulations by
WRF-FASTER (blue lines) and DHARMA PRNA (red lines). Dashed lines indicate
the maximum cloud fraction in the ARSCL observations for altitudes below
5 km in Figure 4a and liquid water path retrieved by themicrowave radiometer
in Figure 4b. The gray line indicates cloud fraction from the TSI.
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to day 3 in both the models, which could be attributed to the decrease in aerosol accumulation mode
number concentration during the 60 h period (Figure 1). The droplet number concentrations are larger in





Figure 5. Vertical proﬁles of (a, d, and g) cloud fraction, (b, e, and h) potential temperature, and (c, f, and i) water vapor
mixing ratio near the time of the rawinsonde (1130 LT; black dotted lines) and aircraft proﬁling observations (plus symbols) for
day 1 (Figures 5a–5c), day 2 (Figures 5d–5f), and day 3 (Figures 5g–5i). Blue, red, and green dashed (solid) lines indicate the
WRF-FASTER and DHARMA PRNA simulations and reference values from the ARM VARANAL forcing at around the time of the
sondes (aircraft proﬁles). Potential temperature from sonde is not shown for day 1 (Figure 5b) since it has erroneous values.
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The volume-mean radius (Figures 6e and 6f) corresponds to the radius when all cloud droplets contain the
same amount of liquid water. The volume-mean radius, rv, is calculated from droplet concentration Nc and






rv ¼ 3 LWC4πρwNc
! "1=3
where ρw is the density of liquid water. The simulated volume-mean radius increases with height due to the
increasing cloud water mixing ratio and decreasing droplet concentration, which represents the growth of
cloud droplets (i.e., more liquid water per particle).
In summary, the two LES models capture general features of the observed diurnal evolution of the
cumulus-topped boundary layer that repeats over three consecutive days, although some features are
missed such as the early morning clouds. The two simulations produce similar cloud water distribution
proﬁles over time, and droplet number concentration responds similarly to the speciﬁed time-varying
aerosol properties.
4. Cloud Microphysical Properties
In this section, we examine the microphysical properties of the simulated cumulus clouds through
comparison with the in situ aircraft measurements. In addition to the baseline simulations by WRF-FASTER
and DHARMA, we also analyze the results from DHARMA for bin microphysics simulations, and sensitivity
tests addressing the treatment of supersaturation, aerosol advection, and activation.
Figure 6. Time-height cross sections of (a, b) cloud water mixing ratio, (c, d) cloud droplet number concentration, and (e, f)
volume-mean radius in the simulations by WRF-FASTER (Figures 6a, 6c, and 6e) and DHARMA PRNA (Figures 6b, 6d, and 6f).
Values are averaged over cloudy grid points that have cloud water mixing ratios larger than 10!2 g kg!1.
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We ﬁrst examine cloud properties in all of the simulations listed in Table 1. Figure 7 presents time series of
total cloud fraction, liquid water path, and cloud-mean droplet number concentration for each, including
the baseline simulations WRF-FASTER and DHARMA PRNA. Note that the BIN and BIN-K simulations are
performed only for days 1 and 2 to examine the microphysical variability of the deeper clouds sampled
on day 1 and the shallower clouds sampled on day 2 (clouds sampled on day 3 are also shallow). The
six DHARMA simulations show no apparent differences in total cloud fraction and liquid water path
(Figures 7a and 7b); thus, the differences between WRF-FASTER and DHARMA baseline simulations,
discussed in the previous section, are likely due to different dynamics and physics other than microphysics.
In contrast to the cloud fraction and liquid water path, the droplet concentration averaged over cloudy grid
cells (Figure 7c) varies substantially among the simulations. The cloud-mean droplet concentration is almost
the same in BIN and PRNA (respectively, the solid green and red lines), which is attributable to the fact that
the double-moment bulk microphysics scheme used in PRNA was reﬁned using the bin microphysics scheme
as a reference in past simulations of maritime clouds. While DINA (black line) also produces droplet
concentrations similar to PRNA and BIN, MAXS (orange line) shows larger values on the days 1 and 2. The
MAXS and DINA and results suggest that the prediction of grid-scale supersaturation is a major difference
between the WRF-FASTER and DHARMA PRNA baseline simulations, while the impact of aerosol advection
is minor in this case. It is notable that WRF-FASTER and MAXS droplet concentrations match quite closely
during cloud onset on days 1 and 2, consistent with the fact that they treat supersaturation most similarly;
differences in the treatment of supersaturation can therefore explain the marked differences seen at the
onset of day 1 in Figures 6c and 6d. PRNA-K (red dashed line) and BIN-K, both of which have aerosol
hygroscopicity speciﬁed to correspond to ammonium bisulfate, have much larger droplet concentrations
than their respective PRNA and BIN simulations, indicating the importance of aerosol hygroscopicity to
cloud droplet concentration for both the bulk and bin microphysics schemes in this case.
To evaluate the variability of simulatedmicrophysical quantities using aircraft in situ measurements, owing to
the combination of large diurnal variability in cloud base height and large vertical trends in microphysical
quantities above cloud base, it is important to compare simulated cloud ﬁelds at the same height above
cloud base as the aircraft. The temporal variation of cloud base height is therefore ﬁrst estimated from
observed and simulated LCL (calculated from near-surface air properties), which can approximate the




Figure 7. Time series of (a) total cloud fraction, (b) liquid water path, and (c) cloud-mean droplet number concentration
from the simulations by WRF-FASTER and DHARMA. See text for the details of the conﬁgurations of the sensitivity studies.
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surface stations closest to the ﬂight
path (ARM Central Facility (SGP), and
four Oklahoma Mesonet stations
(BLAC, BRUB, REDR, and BREC)) along
with the time series of their calcu-
lated LCL values. The spread in values
from the ﬁve surface stations is used
as the observational uncertainty
that reﬂects the regional variation
in LCL. Three LCL time series (mean
LCL, mean LCL plus one standard
deviation, and mean LCL minus
one standard deviation) are used to
characterize the observational cloud
base variations. The height differ-
ences between the aircraft altitude
and these three time-varying cloud
base height estimates are matched
by sampling the simulations at the
same height differences relative to
the modeled cloud base heights. We
approximate the unbiased cloud ﬁeld
sampling of the RACORO ﬂights (i.e.,
sampling along a ﬁxed ﬂight path
without deviation to pursue well-
developed clouds atypical of the ﬁeld)
by sampling all simulated cloudy grids
for a given time and relative height,
which includes the variability from
clouds at different stages of devel-
opment and in-cloud variability as
in the observed cloud ﬁeld.
Following this sampling strategy,
Figure 9 compares the observed and
simulated LWC and droplet number
concentration for the time periods
and altitudes corresponding to the air-
craft measurements. During RACORO,
the calibration of the Cloud Aerosol
and Spectrometer (CAS) was more
stable than that of the Forward
Scattering Spectrometer Probe (FSSP)
so the total droplet concentration was
obtained from the CAS. Comparison
of the LWC derived from the CAS size
distributions against the best reference
value of the Gerber Probe showed
differences of approximately 25% on
average throughout RACORO. For the
day 1 ﬂight on 22 May, the Gerber
LWC is 38% smaller than CAS LWC on average, and for the day 2 ﬂight on 23 May, the Gerber LWC is 34%
smaller than the CAS. To address the large scatter associated with the use of different probes to describe mass
and number concentrations in these clouds, the LWC is derived from the CAS size distributions but multiplied
by the Gerber/CAS LWC ratio on the appropriate day; the volume-mean radius is derived from the CAS size
Figure 8. (a) Locations of the horizontal legs of the triangular aircraft ﬂight
pattern over which observations were obtained (gray line) and ﬁve adjacent
surface stations (ARM SGP Central Facility and four Oklahoma Mesonet
stations). (b–d) Time series of LCL estimated from air properties observed at
the ﬁve surface stations for each ﬂight period. Colors correspond to the surface
stations in Figure 8a. The black line and gray shading indicate, respectively,
the mean and standard deviations of the surface station values.
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distributions (see Appendix B for more details). For each simulation (column), the sampled cloud ﬁelds are
grouped by the horizontal ﬂight leg (row). The observed values are indicated by the black dots. The LCL
sampling strategy gives three groups of points for the simulated values, indicated by colors, corresponding
to the three sampling height time series using the mean (yellow) and mean plus/minus standard deviation
(red/blue) of the estimated cloud base height. Legs 1 and 2 are sampled near cloud top and Leg 4 near
cloud base. Leg 3 is not shown since it sampled only a small number of cloud points.
In the observations and all simulations, number concentration varies with LWC almost linearly at the three
levels. The quasi-linear relationship likely corresponds to the gradient of microphysical quantities between
the cloud centers and cloud edges at given height, where maximum values are located near cloud center
and the values decrease and approach zero near cloud edge. The LWC-droplet concentration line turns
clockwise with height because of the increase of condensed water toward cloud top and a small decrease
in number concentration with height (see Figure 6). Differences among the three colors are most apparent
at the lowest level because LWC increases most rapidly near cloud base. The red (blue) points dominate in
the highest (lowest) leg because there are fewer cloudy points at the sampling heights determined using
the mean plus (minus) one standard deviation of the cloud base height.
While the value range of LWC is not very different among the simulations except for Leg 1 of BIN-K, droplet
concentration varies notably among them. The range of droplet concentrations in WRF-FASTER (Figure 9,
column 1) agree well with the observations for Legs 2 and 4 but misses the largest values near cloud top
(Leg 1). DHARMA PRNA (Figure 9, column 2) produces a droplet number range similar to BIN (Figure 9,
column 4), which is slightly smaller than WRF-FASTER. The difference between the two baseline simulations
(WRF-FASTER and DHARMA PRNA) is attributable to the different treatment of predicted supersaturation.
Figure 9. Scatterplots of liquid water content (LWC) and cloud droplet number concentration (Nc) from simulations by (column 1) WRF-FASTER, and DHARMA
with the (column 2) PRNA (baseline), (column 3) MAXS, (column 4) BIN, and (column 5) BIN-K conﬁgurations for three horizontal ﬂight legs (rows). Simulated
clouds are sampled at the times and cloud base-relative heights corresponding to the aircraft legs. Black dots indicate the aircraft measurements. Colors represent three
altitude samplings of the simulations to consider the observational uncertainty in determining the relative height from cloud base. The cloud base height in the
observations is assumed to follow the time-dependent LCL height computed from the surface stations nearest to the ﬂight track using their standard deviation as
the uncertainty: mean (yellow), mean plus standard deviation (red), and meanminus standard deviation (blue). Legs 1 and 2 are sampled near cloud top and Leg 4 near
cloud base. See text for further details.
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This is because MAXS (Figure 9, column 3) emulates the treatment in WRF-FASTER and provides droplet
concentrations similar to WRF-FASTER, and DINA (not shown) is similar to PRNA (e.g., see Figure 7). In
BIN-K (Figure 9, column 5), the large increase in hygroscopicity by changing the observation-derived
value (~0.10) (Figure 9, column 2) to that assuming pure ammonium bisulfate (= 0.55) signiﬁcantly
increases droplet concentration beyond the observed values. A similarly large impact of the increased
hygroscopicity is found for the bulk microphysics scheme in PRNA (not shown). This result indicates the
importance of the observation-derived hygroscopicity values to the adequate simulation of cloud
droplet concentration in this case.
Given that there is the large increase in LWC with height (shown in Figure 9), the vertical distribution of the
LWC is examined in Figure 10. Shown are the height-dependent probability density functions of LWC in the
Figure 11. As in Figure 9 but for the day 2 ﬂight. Note that the x scale is reduced from Figure 9.
Figure 10. Height variations of the probability density functions of liquid water content (in percent using 0.1 gm!3 sized
bins) from the simulations by (a) WRF-FASTER, (b) DHARMA PRNA, and (c) DHARMA BIN. Red lines indicate the height
variations of LWC for adiabatically lifted parcels.
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simulations by WRF-FASTER, DHARMA PRNA, and BIN for 11–12 LT on day 1, which overlaps the periods of
horizontal legs 1 and 2 shown in Figure 9. The probability density functions are computed from the cloudy
grids for the period as a function of height using 0.1 gm!3 sized bins and are compared to the LWC for an
air parcel lifted adiabatically from cloud base (red line). In all simulations shown, most values are much
smaller than for the adiabatic parcel, suggesting the strong inﬂuence of entrainment of dry environmental
air with cloudy air [cf. de Rooy et al., 2013; Lu et al., 2013a]. In the lower half of the cloud layers, the LWC
maxima follow the adiabatic value. This indicates that the simulated parcels rising from cloud base maintain
an adiabatic component, although the predominant values (red) are much smaller than the adiabatic value
(less than 0.5 gm!3). In the upper half of the clouds, the maxima do not follow the adiabatic parcel; i.e., the
clouds increasingly lose adiabaticity away from cloud base as they are affected by entrainment. Since the
observed maxima in the upper levels (Figure 9; 2.1 gm!3 for Leg 1 and 1.5 gm!3 for Leg 2) are also less
than the adiabatic parcel, this suggests that the observed cloud portions are not adiabatic due to dilution by
ambient unsaturated air.
Figure 11 shows scatter plots of LWC and droplet concentration for the day 2 ﬂight. On day 2, the cloud layer
is much shallower than on day 1 (shown in Figure 2), and all of the horizontal legs are sampled close to cloud
base for these time periods. The three horizontal legs show characteristics similar to Leg 4 of the day 1 ﬂight.
The small LWC values have large differences among the three colors, meaning that there is a large rate of
increase in LWC with height, which means that the uncertainty in the cloud base height estimation has a
large impact on the analysis (e.g., for Leg 3, the difference in the maximum LWC between red and blue is
0.5 gm!3). In all simulations, the observed LWCs fall within the range of the simulated values. Similar to
the day 1 ﬂight, there is a clear impact of the supersaturation treatment between PRNA and MAXS, and
from the different hygroscopicities between BIN and BIN-K. The day 3 clouds are also shallow during the
ﬂight time and have similar microphysical relationship as for day 2 (not shown).
The microphysical variability is further examined using volume-mean radius diagnosed from LWC and cloud
droplet concentration. Figure 12 shows the relationship between LWC and volume-mean radius from the
observations and simulations for the day 1 ﬂight in Figure 8. The simulated patterns are similar to the
Figure 12. As in Figure 9 but for liquid water content and volume-mean radius for the day 1 ﬂight.
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observations in that they have similar increases in the minimum volume-mean radius with LWC. The
simulations with bulk microphysics tend to underestimate volume-mean radius for small LWC in Legs 1
and 2 because of larger droplet concentrations, as the differences in volume-mean radius among the
models correspond to those in droplet concentration. Figure 13 is as in Figure 12 but for the day 2 ﬂight
shown in Figure 11. As expected, the shallow clouds have characteristics similar to the near-cloud base
portion of the deeper clouds on day 1. As seen from the different colors, there are large variations with
height near cloud base; however, the observed values of the volume-mean radius are almost within the
range of the simulated values.
The rv-LWC relationship is often used to examine mixing state of the clouds and underlying entrainment-
mixing scenario [e.g., Gerber et al., 2008; Lehmann et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2011], i.e., how cloud droplets are
inﬂuenced by subsaturated entrained air via the evaporation and turbulent mixing. When the turbulent
mixing is much faster than the evaporation, all droplets face the entrained subsaturated air and reduce its
radius; therefore rv decreases with decreasing LWC (homogeneous mixing). On the other hand, when the
evaporation is much faster than turbulent mixing, some droplets face inhomogeneously distributed
subsaturated air and evaporate completely; therefore rv does not change with decreasing LWC because of
decreasing number concentration (inhomogeneous mixing). In the simulations here we are not using a
parameterization of subgrid-scale entrainment mixing, such as suggested by Lu et al. [2013b]; thus, the
microphysical variability shown here is only from resolved grid-scale entrainment and mixing (i.e., subgrid-
scale mixing is homogeneous). However, the simulated rv-LWC relationship shows the signatures of both
homogeneous mixing and inhomogeneous mixing as in the observations. It thus appears that the
entrainment-mixing process is partly resolved at the LES grid scale in this case. More quantitative analysis
would be necessary to explore the impacts of grid size and subgird-scale mixing parameterization.
Vertical motion is analyzed in Figure 14, which shows the relationship between LWC and vertical motion from
the aircraft observations and simulations for the day 1 ﬂight in Figure 8. The simulated distribution of LWC and
vertical motion largely overlaps the observed distribution, except that the maximum vertical motion is slightly
underestimated in Leg 1 in some simulations (13ms!1 in the observation; 10ms!1 in WRF-FASTER; 8m s!1 in
Figure 13. As in Figure 12 but for liquid water content and volume-mean radius for the day 2 ﬂight.
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Figure 14. As in Figure 9 but for liquid water content and vertical motion for the day 1 ﬂight.
Figure 15. As in Figure 14 but for liquid water content and vertical motion for the day 2 ﬂight.
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MAXS and BIN). The vertical motion concentrates within a small range in Leg 4 near the cloud base and spans a
wide range in Legs 1 and 2 near the cloud top. Large vertical motion tends to occur with large LWC, as it would
be associated with the air mass in the vicinity of the cloud center that experienced substantial buoyancy
production from condensation and less dilution from entrainment.
Figure 15 is as in Figure 14 but for the day 2 ﬂight shown in Figure 11. Similar to other microphysical aspects
discussed, the vertical motion also has the characteristics found near the cloud base of the deeper clouds on
day 1. It is commonly seen in all legs that the vertical motion spans the small range similar in Leg 4 of the day
1 ﬂight (Figure 14). Larger vertical motion again tends to be associated with larger LWC. Different colors
(sampling heights) show similar ranges of vertical motion in Legs 1 and 2, which suggests that the air parcel
near cloud base is still associated with forced convection from the subcloud layer and is not completely
driven by positive buoyancy caused by the condensation.
5. Summary and Discussion
A set of LES runs is performed for continental boundary layer cumulus clouds under temporally varying
large-scale and aerosol conditions during the RACORO ﬁeld campaign at the ARM SGP site. Comprehensive
evaluations of the LES use in situ aircraft and ground-based observations of cloud macrophysical and
microphysical properties.
The comparison shows that both LES models capture the observed time evolution of the cumulus-topped
boundary layers driven by the surface sensible and latent heat ﬂuxes over three daytime periods, with the
exception of some early morning clouds observed before the development of the convective boundary layer
on the ﬁrst day. The models agree well on the onset and end time of the cumulus clouds, and on the
thermodynamic structure in terms of the vertical proﬁles of potential temperature and water vapor. The
simulations produce thermodynamic structures similar to the aircraft proﬁling observations. The difference in
thermodynamic proﬁles between the simulations and the aircraft observations is smaller than the difference
from the reference value given in the forcing data set, suggesting that the models faithfully simulate the
boundary layer dynamics in a manner that is not well represented in the large-scale forcing data set.
In both models, the cloud-mean cloud water mixing ratio increases with height as a result of condensation
from lifting, which dominates dilution from entrainment and varies with relative height from cloud base
and with changes in cloud base height. The cloud-mean cloud droplet concentrations decrease day to day in
both the models, which is attributed to the decrease in aerosol accumulation mode number concentration
during the 60h period. The cloud-mean volume-mean radius diagnosed from cloud water mixing ratio and
droplet concentration also shows the increase with height, meaning that the growth of cloud droplets are
represented in the simulations. The results indicate that, with the temporally varying forcing and aerosol
size distribution proﬁles, the models can generate the complex microphysical variations tied to the
varying cloud ﬁelds.
Besides the cloud-mean values, the simulated microphysical variability is evaluated by the aircraft observations
for the horizontal legs of the ﬂight triangles. To compare with the aircraft observations, the simulated cloud
ﬁelds were sampled at a time-dependent relative height above cloud base to match that of the aircraft track
in the evolving cloud-topped boundary layer. This approach considers time variations of both the aircraft
altitudes and evolving cloud ﬁelds. The models commonly simulate LWC in a linear relationship with droplet
number concentration. The LWC-droplet concentration line turns clockwise with height because of the large
increase of condensed water toward cloud top and the decrease in droplet number concentration with height.
Based on the height variation of a probability distribution function of LWC and that computed by an adiabatic
parcel model, the evolution of LWC is strongly inﬂuenced by entrainment.
Compared with the aircraft measurements, the range of simulated droplet concentrations is underestimated
in the leg at the highest altitude, but differences remain on par with the potential estimation errors in the
measurements; in other legs, the observed droplet concentration falls within the range of simulated values.
The range of droplet concentrations in WRF-FASTER is generally larger than in DHARMA; concentrations are
most similar when DHARMA adopts the WRF-FASTER treatment of supersaturation. The range of simulated
LWC values is not very different between the models, and the observed LWC spans the range of simulated
values. The models also captured some of the observed features in rv-LWC and w-LWC distributions.
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The results suggest that, given appropriate constraints on aerosol properties, both LES models have
the ability to produce cloud microphysical variability comparable to the aircraft measurements given
estimation errors as suggested by the different estimations of LWC and number concentration from the
different probes.
Additional sensitivity experiments using DHARMA show that: 1) prognostic treatment of aerosol number
concentration has only a minor effect on cloud droplet number concentrations in this case; 2) prediction
of supersaturation has a strong inﬂuence on cloud droplet number concentration, which is at least one
cause of the different number concentrations between the baseline simulations by WRF-FASTER and
DHARMA PRNA; and 3) aerosol hygroscopicity signiﬁcantly affects cloud droplet number concentration but
has little effect on liquid water path and cloud fraction, presumably because collision-coalescence is not a
strong process in this case and thus cloud microphysics has little impact on cloud dynamics here.
This case study offers a benchmark of LES performance in simulating continental cumulus clouds under
varying forcing and aerosol conditions, in which the models are constrained by unique trimodal aerosol
size distribution proﬁles and hygroscopicity parameters and are evaluated by intermodel comparison and
comprehensive aircraft- and ground-based observations. The developed case study can contribute to linking
extensive observations to the improvement of climate model parameterizations. Such an application is
reported in part 3 of this series [Lin et al., 2015], which assesses deﬁciencies in the Community Atmosphere
Model-5 (CAM5) parameterizations. The study uses the LES output presented, together with observations
and simulations with the CAM5 single-column model driven by the same large-scale and surface forcings
used here. Recent enhancement of observations (e.g., implementation of a new set of scanning cloud
radars and land surface measurements at the ARM sites [Mather and Voyles, 2013]) will allow for more
comprehensive model validation and further utilization of LES to study boundary layer clouds and their
interaction with the underlying land surface.
Appendix A: Bin Microphysics in DHARMA
DHARMA implements a modiﬁed version of the CARMA size-resolved microphysics model [Ackerman et al.,
1995; Jensen et al., 1998], in which cloud, drizzle, and rain drops are represented as a continuous size
distribution that is discretized into 36 size bins. Aerosol activation introduces droplets into the smallest
bin, which corresponds to a droplet diameter of 2μm. The mean mass of each successive bin is twice that
of the preceding bin. Hydrometeor fall speeds and collision rates are calculated following Böhm [1989,
1992a, 1992b, 1999, 2004], wherein the mean maximum dimension and aspect ratio of large drop
deformation follows Green [1975].
For the simulations in this study, the total size distribution is discretized into 36 bins (each a prognostic
variable), wherein the smallest mass bin corresponds to an aerosol particle with a dry diameter of 10 nm,
given a baseline ammonium bisulfate aerosol mass density of 1.78 g cm!3, and the mean mass of each
successive bin is 1.5 times that of the preceding bin. The hygroscopicity parameter calculated for ammonium
bisulfate is generally replaced with observation-based values [Vogelmann et al., 2015]. The droplets smaller
than 25μm radius are considered as cloud droplets and compared to the aircraft observations and bulk
microphysics scheme.
Appendix B: Uncertainty Analysis and Postmeasurement Correction of LiquidWater
Content From the Aircraft Observations
There are uncertainties in microphysical quantities derived from the aircraft observations that are used for
the model validations. McFarquhar and Jackson [2014] investigated the differences in droplet size
distributions measured by Cloud and Aerosol Spectrometer (CAS) and Forward Scattering Spectrometer
Probe (FSSP) during the RACORO ﬁeld campaign. They compared liquid water content (LWC) derived from
CAS and FSSP size distributions against bulk LWC measured by the widely used Particle Volume Monitor
(Gerber Probe). In their analysis, CAS LWC was about 25% larger than Gerber LWC, and FSSP LWC was
about 15% smaller on average; however, there was also a lot of scatter in the relations for different days.
They also noted that calibration of CAS was steadier than that of FSSP during RACORO, as the later had a
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tendency to drift and required frequent disassembly, cleaning and reassembly, and a recalibration after each
ﬂight. See McFarquhar and Jackson [2014] for more details.
Figure B1 compares LWC from the CAS, FSSP, and Gerber Probe for the day 1 and day 2 ﬂights in this case
study. For these particular days, different from the relationships noted above, CAS LWC is smaller than
Gerber LWC, and FSSP LWC is larger than Gerber LWC. Given this result and a potential of measurement
drift of FSSP, the CAS was used to determine LWC, after applying a correction factor to account for this
offset from the Gerber LWC: LWC=CAS LWC/0.6177 for the day 1 ﬂight and LWC=CAS LWC/0.65578 for
the day 2 ﬂight. It should also be noted that there are also uncertainties in the LWC measured by the
Gerber Probe: past studies have estimated uncertainties on the order of 10% [Gerber et al., 1994], with
uncertainties increasing when larger droplets are present [e.g., Gerber et al., 1999].
The droplet number concentrations (Nc) measured by the CAS and FSSP were also examined. According to
McFarquhar and Jackson [2014], they were generally in good agreement during RACORO. For the ﬂights
examined here, on average the CAS Nc was 10% larger than the FSSP Nc for the day1 ﬂight and was 1%
larger for the day 2 ﬂight (not shown); at a speciﬁc point in time, the two probes could differ in Nc by
about 50% (CAS Nc~2× FSSP Nc). Because the CAS calibration was more stable than that of the FSSP, the
Nc from the CAS is used for the model evaluations presented here.
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